Ford fiesta 1.25 zetec manual

Ford first unveiled the Fiesta in Europe in A risky bid for the US car giant, since superminis
were an uncharted-space, and fears of not turning a profit were high. It has since become one of
the most popular Ford models around the globe. With over million units having sold a s of One
of the most successful markets for the Fiesta is Britain, where it held the title of "Most Popular
New Car" 9 separate times between and From humble beginnings to a worldwide sensation let's now look at each of the generational changes the Ford Fiesta has gone through. The oil
crisis sparked a need for more fuel-efficient vehicles like never before - the Fiesta was Ford's
response. The first-generation came with two engine choices, a 0. It was the first
front-wheel-drive car available by Ford, and only the second mini hatchback available in the UK.
By , Ford had sold more than 1-million Fiestas. By , that number doubled to 2-million, making it
the best-selling car in Britain at the time. In , a new, more powerful 1. Arriving in August of , the
second-gen Fiesta featured an all-new front-end and interior. By this time, Ford had a new level
of confidence in its supermini and began widening its offerings, starting with a 1. In , the
sportier XR2 made its way to the gen two Fiesta, paired with a 5-speed manual and upgraded
brakes and suspension. By , the Fiesta enjoyed its best sales year ever in Britain, with over ,
units having sold. At the end of its second-generation, the Fiesta had become a name that
everyone knew. The third-gen Fiesta marked some of the more significant changes yet, through
an all-new platform. Due to the lengthened wheelbase and broader stance, the first 5-door Fiesta
was born. Further options were also introduced, like power windows and ABS brakes. Two
years later, in , the 1. The fourth-gen Fiesta featured much more aerodynamic, rounded styling
cues. Changes included an oval grill to match the Ford logo, as well as new interior styling. Also
added, were two new engines, a 1. Some of the more popular changes had to do with the new
suspension, which improved handling significantly. In , the third-gen Fiesta had a face-lift, one
that helped it more closely resembled the Ford Focus. For the first time in a long while, the
Fiesta was again available with leather seating, and it also came with standard dual airbags.
One of the most popular additions to this generation was the Zetec S package, which features
an upgraded suspension and new brakes. Under the hood was a 1. By the fifth generation, the
Fiesta was very similar to the Ford Focus in many ways - albeit a smaller version. To
differentiate itself, the ST model was released, and hidden under the hood was the most potent
engine ever found in a Fiesta. By now, ABS brakes and passenger airbags were standard,
making the Fiesta a lot more appealing to the everyday driver. Additional options were also
added, like Bluetooth and automatic headlamps and wipers. Body styles included a 3, and
5-door hatchback, a 4-door saloon, and a 3-door panel wagon. The seventh and most recent
generation of the Fiesta focused on making it more upscale and refined. It also received a few
styling changes to give it a more aggressive look. Options included the latest Sync 3
infotainments system, leather seating, keyless start, degree cameras, and a heated steering
wheel. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high quality document is available for my Ford Fiesta.
My email address is:. By using this website, you automatically accept that we use cookies. What
for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop Manuals Ford Fiesta. First Generation The oil crisis
sparked a need for more fuel-efficient vehicles like never before - the Fiesta was Ford's
response. Second Generation Arriving in August of , the second-gen Fiesta featured an all-new
front-end and interior. Third Generation The third-gen Fiesta marked some of the more
significant changes yet, through an all-new platform. Fourth Generation The fourth-gen Fiesta
featured much more aerodynamic, rounded styling cues. Fifth Generation By the fifth
generation, the Fiesta was very similar to the Ford Focus in many ways - albeit a smaller
version. Seventh Generation Present The seventh and most recent generation of the Fiesta
focused on making it more upscale and refined. Get notified for new files? We'll send you a
quick email when a new Ford Fiesta document is added. Ford Fiesta Workshop Manual. Ford
Fiesta Owners Manual. Ford Fiesta Misc Document. Related Models. Ford Official Website.
Never miss out: Get notified when new Ford Fiesta documents are added. About Manuals.
Connect with us. Feel the difference. Page 2 This publication, or part thereof, may not be
reproduced nor translated without our approval. Errors and omissions excepted. Page 4 Table
of contents Bulb specification chart Page 5 Table of contents Parking aid Opening and closing
the bonnet Page 7: Introduction Note: Pass on this handbook when parts selling your vehicle. It
is an integral part of the vehicle. Your Ford has been built to the highest standards using high
quality Ford Original Parts. The Ford logo is clearly visible on the following parts if they are
Ford Original Parts. If your vehicle has to be repaired, look for the clearly visible Page 9
Introduction E Air vent. Luggage compartment release. Main beam, direction indicators,
headlamp flasher and information display controls. Instrument cluster. Wiper lever. Heated
windscreen switch. Heater rear window switch. Storage tray. Page 11 Quick start Hazard
warning flasher switch. Stability control switch or coin holder. Airbag deactivated warning lamp
or coin holder. Audio or navigation unit. See separate handbook. Climate controls. Interior

temperature sensor. Ignition switch. Steering wheel adjustment lever. Audio controls. Storage
compartment. Hazard warning flasher switch. Page 13 Quick start Air vent. Window demister.
Lighting controls. Headlamp levelling control. Page 14 Quick start Direction indicator
Powertrain warning lamp Door open warning lamp Rear fog lamp indicator Engine warning lamp
Stability control ESP warning lamp Engine and transmission Information displays warning lamp
Type 1 information display Front fog lamp indicator Frost warning lamp Glow plug indicator
Headlamp indicator Ignition warning lamp Page 15 Quick start Type 2 information display Press
the button to scroll through the displays and hold the button to rest, select a submenu or
change a setting. The information display will tell you whether a short press of the button or
long press of the button is required for the various options. Page Cooling The Interior Quickly
Quick start Vehicles with automatic climate control E E Vehicles with automatic climate control
E Locking and unlocking the doors with the remote control E Cooling the interior quickly
Vehicles with manual climate control E Unlock Lock Luggage compartment lid unlock Locking
the doors Press button B once. Page 17 Quick start Autolamps Unlocking the luggage
compartment lid Press button C twice within three seconds. Audio unit Automatic volume
control AVC When available, automatic volume control AVC adjusts the volume level to
compensate for engine noise and road speed noise. Page Electric Folding Mirrors Quick start
Welcome lighting Automatic folding The mirrors will fold automatically The side and tail lamps
will come on when you lock the vehicle with the when you unlock the doors with the remote
control. The mirrors will unfold remote control. They will switch off when you unlock the vehicle
with the automatically after a short time. Note: Mandatory use of child restraints varies from
country to country. A choice of ECE approved child restraints which have been specifically
tested and approved for your vehicle are available from your Booster seat E Secure children
that weigh between 13 and 18 kilogrammes in a child safety seat in the rear seat. E Seating
positions Mass group categories Up to 10 Up to 13 9 - 18 kg 15 - 25 22 - 36 Front passenger E
Lock Unlock This is normal. Do not modify the front of your The restraint system comprises:
vehicle in any way. Page Occupant Protection Occupant protection Driver and front passenger
Side airbags airbags E E Side airbags are fitted inside the The driver and front passenger
seatback of the front seats. A label airbags will deploy during significant indicates that side
airbags are fitted frontal collisions or collisions that are to your vehicle. Only when you use the
seat belt properly, can it hold you in a position to achieve its optimum effect. See Sitting in the
correct position page You have not fastened the seat belt properly if you do not hear a click. If
you need to fit a child restraint on a seat protected by an Position the lap strap comfortably
When you switch the ignition on, check that the passenger airbag deactivation warning lamp
illuminates. Enabling the passenger airbag WARNING Make sure that the passenger airbag is
enabled when you are not using a child restraint on the front passenger seat. If the frequencies
are To programme a new remote jammed, you will not be able to use control Reassemble the
transmitter unit in reverse order. You will not be able to unlock the doors from the inside if you
have double locked them. Page Automatic Relocking Locks Locking and unlocking the
Reprogramming the doors with the remote unlocking function control You can reprogram the
unlocking function so that only the driver's door is unlocked or all doors are unlocked. Press
the lock and unlock buttons on the remote control at the same time for four seconds with the
ignition switched off. If possible, provide them with the key number from the tag provided with
the original keys. You can also obtain additional keys from your Ford Dealer. Automatic arming
delay The 20 seconds arming delay begins when the bonnet, luggage compartment and all
doors are Volume down: Pull the VOL switch towards the steering wheel. Release the locking
lever to adjust the height of the steering wheel and its distance from the driver. Switch off the
autowipers feature before entering a car wash. Replace the wiper blades as soon as they begin
to leave bands of water and smears or when they do not completely remove water from the
windscreen. Thereafter, or when the ignition is switched on with autowipers selected, the wipers
will not cycle until water is detected on the windscreen. The rear wiper will follow the front wiper
interval at intermittent or normal speed. To remove, press the retaining clip in the direction of
the arrow, disengage the wiper blade and pull it off the arm in the opposite direction. The
headlamps will come on and go off automatically depending on the ambient light. To switch on
the rear fog lamps, switch off the autolamps feature. Switch on the exterior lamps 1 and pull out
the control two positions 2. Page Removing A Headlamp Lighting The courtesy lamp will also
come on when you switch off the ignition. It will go off automatically after a short time or when
you start or restart the engine. If you set the switch to position C with the ignition switch off, the
courtesy lamp will come on. Carefully pull the bumper towards the front of the vehicle and
remove the screw. Disconnect the electrical connector and remove the headlamp. Page 48
Lighting Note: The following instructions describe how to remove the bulbs. Fit replacement in
the reverse order unless otherwise stated. Headlamp main and dipped beam 1. Remove the

headlamp. See Removing a headlamp page E 2. Remove the cover. Page 49 Lighting Front fog
lamps 2. Turn the bulb holder anticlockwise and remove it. Gently press the bulb into the bulb
holder, turn it anticlockwise and remove it. Side repeaters E 1. Disconnect the electrical
connector. Gently press the bulbs into the bulb holder, turn them anticlockwise and remove
them. E 1. Open the tailgate. Remove the rubber grommet. Release the clips using a flat-bladed
screwdriver and remove the lamp. Page 51 Lighting Number plate lamp E 1. Carefully prise out
the lamp. Remove the lens. Remove the bulb. E Reading lamps 1. Loosen the screws and
remove the lamp. Interior lamp E E E Note: If you operate the switches often during a short
period of time, the system might become inoperable for a certain time to prevent damage due to
overheating. They will switch on automatically when you switch the heated rear window on.
Shows the temperature of the engine coolant. At normal operating temperature, the needle will
remain in the centre section. Page Warning Lamps And Indicators Instruments If the needle
enters the red section, If a warning lamp or indicator does the engine is overheating. Stop the
not come on when you switch the engine, switch the ignition off and ignition on, this indicates a
determine the cause once the malfunction. The front fog lamp indicator will come on when you
switch the front fog lamps If the brake system warning lamp comes on with the ABS warning
lamp or the stability control warning lamp, Frost warning lamp this indicates a malfunction.
Page Main Beam Indicator Instruments Main beam indicator Powertrain warning lamp The main
beam indicator will Vehicles with an automatic come on when you switch transmission the
headlamp main beam If the powertrain warning on. It will flash when you use the lamp comes on
when the headlamp flasher. Page 61 Instruments If the powertrain warning lamp flashes when
the engine is running, this indicates a malfunction. Stop your vehicle as soon as it is safe to do
so. Have this checked before continuing your journey. Note: The information display will remain
on for several minutes after you switch off the ignition. Page Information Displays Information
displays Type 2 information display Press the button to scroll through the displays and hold the
button to rest, select a submenu or change a setting. You can change the settings of Language
various functions through the information display. You can set the display to your preferred
language. Check the brake fluid level. See Maintenance page If the ABS warning lamp or the
stability control warning lamp also come on, this indicates a malfunction. Avoid heavy acceleration or deceleration. The transmission will continue to operate but you will notice some unusual
conditions. Have this checked as soon as possible. Page 67 Information displays Message
Message indic- Meaning ator message is still displayed, switch the ignition off and have this
checked before continuing your journey. If the message is no longer displayed, you can
continue your journey and have this checked as soon as possible. The Outside air resulting
condensation is directed to the outside of the vehicle and it is Keep the air intakes forward of
the therefore normal if you see a small windscreen free from obstruction E Windscreen Footwell
and windscreen Face level Page Climate Control Climate control Heating the interior quickly
Face level and footwell Footwell Face level, windscreen and footwell You can set the air
distribution control to any position between the symbols. A small amount of air is always E
directed towards the windscreen. Switching the air conditioning on and off Defrosting and
demisting Page Automatic Climate Control Climate control Cooling the interior quickly The
system controls the temperature, amount and distribution of the air flow automatically and
adjusts them according to the driving and weather conditions. Pressing the AUTO button once
switches on the auto mode. Note: Avoid adjusting the settings when the vehicle interior is
extremely hot or cold. Page Heated Windows And Mirrors Climate control Note: When the
system is in auto Heated windscreen mode and the interior and exterior temperatures are quite
hot, the system selects recirculated air E automatically to maximise cooling of the interior. Once
the selected Heated rear window temperature is reached, the system will reselect outside air
automatically. Pull the unlock levers. Insert your fingers between the seat cushion and seatback
and 2. Push the seatback forwards. Creating a level load floor 2. Adjust the head restraint so
that the top of it is level with the top of your head. Ignition and all General points on starting
main electrical circuits are disabled. The ignition key should not be left in If the battery has been
disconnected this position for too long to avoid the vehicle may exhibit some unusual
discharging the battery. Select park or neutral. Fully depress the accelerator pedal and hold it
there. Fully depress the clutch pedal. Fully depress the brake pedal. This could cause Stop
refuelling after the fuel a chemical reaction. Your Ford dealer can give you advice on improving
your fuel consumption. This could lead to the inadvertent selection of 2nd gear and can cause
damage to the transmission. Release the parking brake. Selector lever positions 2. Release the
brake pedal and press the accelerator pedal. Page 88 Transmission Press the button on the
selector lever Drive to select reverse and park. Select drive to shift automatically The selector
lever position will be through the forward gears. Insert a flat-bladed screwdriver gradients there
may be a tendency into the slot. Push downwards on the shift between 4th and 3rd gears. The

switch will illuminate. Press the switch again to turn the system on. The system will be switched
on automatically every time you switch the ignition on. For item location: See Quick start page
8. The parking aid does not relieve Switching the parking aid you of your responsibility to on
and off drive with due care and attention. Page Parking Aid Parking aid Manoeuvring with the
You will hear an intermittent tone at parking aid a distance of up to centimetres 71 inches
between the obstacle and rear bumper, 80 centimetres 31 inches between the obstacle and front
bumper and 60 centimetres 24 inches to the side. Page Load Carrying Load carrying 1. Pull the
luggage cover towards you and remove it. Use load securing straps to an approved standard, e.
See Vehicle identification page Note: Not all vehicles are suitable or approved to have tow bars
fitted. Check with your dealer first. Place loads as low and central to the axle s of the trailer as
possible. Vary your speed frequently If the low fuel level warning lamp and change up through
the gears comes on, refuel as soon as possible. E The switch is located behind the glove box. If
no fuel leak is apparent, reset the switch by pushing in the button. Turn the ignition switch to
position II. After a few seconds return the key to position I. Make a further check for leaks in the
fuel system. Have repairs to the electrical system and the replacement of relays and high
current fuses carried out by a properly trained technician. Switch the ignition and all electrical
equipment off before touching or attempting to change a Page Fuses Fog lamps Horn Lighting
control Daytime running lamps Windscreen wipers Automatic transmission or Durashift EST
Rear window wiper Engine management diesel or catalytic converter Heated windscreen Starter
motor Heated rear window Audio system and diagnostic connector Heated exterior mirrors
Engine management or electronic module Electric exterior mirrors Open the glove box and
empty the contents. Press the sides inwards and swivel the glove box downwards. The steering
lock will engage and the direction indicators and brake lamps will not work if you do not. The
brake servo and the power steering pump do not operate unless the engine is running. See
Brake and and resale value. There is a large clutch fluid check page See Washer professional
servicing expertise. We fluid check page Pull the lever. E 3. Open the bonnet and support it with
the strut. Closing the bonnet Note: Make sure that the bonnet is closed properly. Page Engine
Compartment Overview - 1. Brake and clutch fluid reservoir right-hand drive : See Brake and
clutch fluid check page Engine oil filler cap : See Engine oil check page Page Maintenance
Brake and clutch fluid reservoir right-hand drive : See Brake and clutch fluid check page
Battery: No maintenance necessary. Windscreen and rear window washer fluid reservoir: See
Washer fluid check page Air cleaner: No maintenance necessary. Engine oil dipstick : See
Engine oil check page Engine oil filler cap Page Maintenance Engine compartment fuse box.
See Fuses page Page Engine Compartment Overview - 2. Engine coolant reservoir Brake and
clutch fluid reservoir right-hand drive : See Brake and clutch fluid check page Page Engine Oil
Dipstick - 2. Under certain conditions, they could damage the engine. Page Engine Coolant
Check Do not top up further than the cold. If the engine is hot, wait 10 MAX mark. Top up with
fluid that meets the Ford Do not remove the filler cap specification. See Technical when the
engine is running. MAX mark. Do not top up further than the MAX mark. Top up with fluid that
meets the Ford specification. See Technical specifications page Use of unsuitable oil may lead
to engine damage which is not covered by the Ford Warranty. Page Cleaning The Interior You
should repair paintwork damage caused by stones from the road or minor scratches as soon as
possible. A choice of products is available from your Ford Dealer. Read and follow the
manufacturer s instructions. The fluid level is checked regularly during the routine service
inspections. Always use booster cables with insulated clamps and adequate size cable. Page
Vehicle Battery Vehicle battery 3. Connect the negative - terminal Vehicles with a petrol engine
of vehicle B to the turbocharger of vehicle A cable D. Use only approved wheel and tyre sizes.
Using other sizes Do not use snow chains on this could damage the vehicle and will type of
wheel. Use only the specified jacking points. If you use other positions, Note: Use a jack with a
minimum you may damage the body, steering, lifting capacity of 1. Page Removing A Road
Wheel Wheels and tyres E E Note: If your vehicle is fitted with side Indentations in the sills A
show the skirts, remove the cover before location of the jacking points. Slacken the wheel nuts.
Jack up the vehicle until the tyre vehicle. Remove the wheel nuts and the Secure the diagonally
opposite wheel. In this case it will have an emergency tyre repair kit that can be used to repair
one flat tyre. If the tyre inflation pressure does If any cracks, bumps or similar not reach 1. Start
the engine. Open the lid of the tyre repair kit. Move the compressor switch H 2. Peel off the label
I showing the to position 1. Immediately drive approximately 5. Check the tyre pressure again
three kilometres two miles so from the pressure gauge F. If the that the sealant can seal the tyre
pressure is too high, deflate damaged area. Page Tyre Care Wheels and tyres Empty sealant
bottles can be Check the tyre pressures including disposed of together with normal the spare
when cold, every two household waste. Return remains of weeks. Push the phone downwards
until Phone a click is heard. Making a phone an active phone Phonebook When using the

system for the first After start up access to the time, no phone is connected to the phonebook
can be delayed for up to Page Bluetooth Setup 2. The private mode must not be with your
vehicle it must be bonded activated on the Bluetooth phone. Search for audio device. Select
Ford Audio. The Bluetooth PIN number must be entered on the phone keypad. Page Telephone
Controls Bluetooth. Incoming calls can be accepted by Please consult your dealer for full
pressing the MODE button once or details. Page Telephone 2. Press the call accept button again
Accepting a second incoming to display the last dialled number. Press the call accept button a
Second incoming calls can be third time to dial the number. This chapter describes the phone 2.
TravelPilot EX. Page Voice Control Telephone Handling an incoming call Dialling a number Bluetooth phone Accepting an incoming call Using the Bluetooth phone, phone Incoming calls
can be accepted by numbers can be dialled using voice either: control, refer to the Voice control
chapter. Page Telephone Accepting a second incoming 1. Voice recognition enables operation
of the audio system without the need System response to divert your attention from the road As
you work through a voice session ahead in order to change settings, or Page Voice control
Overview The overview below shows the available voice commands for operating your CD
player. The following lists will give further information about the complete command menu.
Overview Radio The overview below shows the The radio voice commands support available
voice commands for the functionality of the radio and allow operating your radio. Page Voice
control Delete name This function allows you to delete a stored radio station. The following lists
will Your phone system allows you to give further information about the create an additional
phonebook. The complete command menu. This Store name feature can be used to dial a
number by calling up the name instead of the full phone number. Page Phone Functions Voice
control Play directory Use this function to let the system tell you all stored entries. Steps User
says System answer Page Voice control b Only when the mobile phone is fitted with Bluetooth
and voice control dependant on the mobile phone. Dial number Phone numbers can be dialled
after giving the name tag voice command. Page Main Settings Voice control Redial This
function allows you to redial the last dialled phone number. The following lists will give
Navigation handbook for details of further information about the the command menus. Page
Voice control This function allows you to adjust the fan speed. On vehicles fitted with an
English language module the "FAN" Auto mode Steps User says Gross train weight It is also
shown on the left-hand side Maximum front axle weight of the instrument panel. Page Technical
specifications Vehicle weight kg - 5-door Variant EC kerb Payload Permiss- Permiss- weight ible
gross ible roof weight rack weight 1. Page Technical specifications 5-door E Page Technical
specifications Item Dimension description Dimension in mm inches - Page Technical
specifications Item Dimension description Dimension in mm inches Maximum length Page
Technical specifications Towing equipment dimensions E Item Dimension description
Dimension in mm inches Bumper â€” end of tow ball 4. Remote control Note: We recommend
that you use the remote control only in the countries listed. Page Type approvals Engine
immobiliser If the type approval of your engine immobiliser is inspected, refer to the following
tables. Page Type approvals E Page Index Automatic transmission Drive modes Page Index
Changing a bulb Page Index Exterior mirrors Page Index Manual climate control Page Removing
a headlamp Page Index Starting a petrol engine Page Index Using winter tyres Page Feel the
difference Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links
Download this manual. Page 2 No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted,
stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any means without
our written permission. Errors and omissions excepted. Page 4 Table of Contents Audio Control
Page 5 Table of Contents Fuel Consumption We recommend that you take some time to get to
know your vehicle by reading this manual. The more that you know about your vehicle, the
greater the safety and pleasure you will get from driving it. Page 10 Introduction Cabin air filter
Front airbag E Front fog lamps Check fuel cap Fuel pump reset Child safety door lock or unlock
Fuse compartment Child seat lower anchor Hazard warning flashers Child seat tether anchor
Heated rear window Cruise control E Heated windshield Do not open when hot Page Data
Recording In order to properly diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company Power
window lockout Ford of Canada in Canada , and service and repair facilities may access or
share among them vehicle diagnostic information received through a direct Page 12 Ford of
Canada privacy policy at is recorded by the event data recorder Page California Proposition 65
Terms and Conditions. See SYNC page US Only Ford Credit offers a full range of financing and
lease plans to help you acquire your vehicle. If you have financed or leased your vehicle
through Ford Credit, thank you for your business. Page Replacement Parts Recommendation A
great way to know for sure you are getting this level Call Page Mobile Communications
Equipment We do not recommend appropriately used, particularly in or endorse the use of

aftermarket plug-in emergency situations. Safety must be devices unless approved by Ford. The
paramount when using mobile vehicle Warranty will not cover damage communications
equipment to avoid caused by an aftermarket plug-in device. Page 16 Introduction
recommendations and specifications that are unique to your vehicle. Features or equipment
listed as standard may be different on units built for export. Correct vehicle usage and the
authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication materials are significant steps toward
this aim. Page Installing Child Restraints Child Safety Recommendations for Safety Restraints
for Children Child Child size, height, weight, or age Recommended restraint type Use a child
safety seat Infants or Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or less sometimes called an toddlers
generally age four or younger. Page 21 Child Safety E E 3. While holding the shoulder and lap
belt 5. To put the retractor in the automatic portions together, route the tongue locking mode,
grasp the shoulder through the child seat according to the portion of the belt and pull
downward child seat manufacturer's instructions. Page 22 1 inch 2. In Canada, check with your
local St. Do not use LATCH lower anchors for the center seating position unless the child seat
manufacturer's instructions permit and specify using anchors spaced at least as Page Booster
Seats E and the child restraint manufacturer 3. Clip the tether strap to the anchor as
recommends its use, Ford also shown. Tighten the child safety seat tether Five Door strap
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Many state and provincial laws require that
children use approved booster seats until they reach age eight, a height of 4 feet 9 inches 1.
Page Child Restraint Positioning Child Safety Children and booster seats vary in size and the
ideal fit center to a shoulder belt shape. Choose a booster that keeps the uncomfortably close
to the neck and a lap belt low and snug across the hips, shoulder belt that could slip off the
never up across the stomach, and lets you shoulder. When possible, all children Never let a
passenger hold a child on age 12 and under should be properly his or her lap while your vehicle
is restrained in a rear seating position. If all moving. Right-Hand Side Turn clockwise to lock
and counterclockwise to unlock. Always drive and ride with your Failure to follow this could
seriously seatback upright and the lap belt increase the risk of injury or death. Page Fastening
The Seatbelts Seatbelts The safety belt pretensioners at the front seating positions are
designed to tighten the safety belts when activated. In frontal and near-frontal crashes, the
safety belt pretensioners may be activated alone or, if the crash is of sufficient severity,
together with the front airbags. Page 33 Seatbelts All safety restraints in the vehicle are
combination lap and shoulder belts. The driver seatbelt has the first type of locking mode, and
the front outboard passenger and rear seat seatbelts have both types of locking modes
described as follows: Vehicle Sensitive Mode This is the normal retractor mode, which allows
free shoulder belt length Failure to adjust the safety belt properly could reduce the
effectiveness of the safety belt and increase the risk of injury in a crash. The driver's safety belt
is not buckled The safety belt warning light illuminates 1- before the ignition switch is turned to
the 2 minutes and the warning chime sounds on position The driver's safety belt is buckled
while the The safety belt warning light and warning indicator light is illuminated and the chime
turn off. Page 36 Seatbelts If You and the front seat passenger buckle The Belt-Minder feature
will not activate. You or the front seat passenger do not The Belt-Minder feature activates, the
buckle your safety belts before your vehicle safety belt warning light illuminates and a Ask your
belt assemblies not in use during a crash authorized dealer if your extension is should also be
inspected and replaced if Check the passenger airbag off or pass airbag off indicator lamp for
proper airbag status. Failure to follow these instructions may interfere with the front passenger
seat sensing system. Any alteration or modification to the front passenger seat may affect the
performance of the front passenger Customer Relationship Center. See The conditions listed
above may cause the The side curtain WARNINGS airbags are mounted to the roof side-rail Do
not place objects or mount sheet metal, behind the headliner, above equipment on or near the
headliner each row of seats. Page Crash Sensors And Airbag Indicator Supplementary
Restraints System The design and development of the side The lamp will not illuminate curtain
airbags included recommended immediately when you switch testing procedures that were
developed the ignition on. These devices may deploy in other types of crashes if your vehicle
experiences sufficient sideways motion or deformation. Note: The remote control contains
sensitive This device complies with Part 15 of the electrical components. Page 49 Keys and
Remote Controls Note: Your vehicle s back-up keys came with a security tag that provides
important vehicle key cut information. Keep the tag in a safe place for future reference. Page 50
Keys and Remote Controls To return to the original unlocking function, repeat the process.
Replacing the Battery Note: Refer to local regulations when disposing of transmitter batteries.
Note: Do not wipe off any grease on the battery terminals or on the back surface of the circuit
board. Page 51 Keys and Remote Controls 5. Assemble the two halves of the remote Intelligent
Access Transmitter control. Install the key blade. Integrated Keyhead Transmitter E E Twist a

thin coin in the slot of the transmitter near the key ring to remove Press and hold the buttons on
the the battery cover. The horn will sound and the turn signals will E flash. We recommend you
use this method to locate your vehicle, rather than using the panic alarm. Note: If locking was
not successful or if any door or the liftgate is open, or if the hood is open on vehicles with a
perimeter alarm or You can restricted driving modes to promote good also change the settings
afterward with driving habits. Switch the ignition on. Access the main menu on the Use the
information display to create a information display controls. Use the MyKey: arrow keys to get
to the following menu selections: Insert the key you want to program into the ignition. MyKey
Press the OK button. Page Checking Mykey System Status If you choose to install a intended
user is not using the MyKey, or an remote start system, please see an admin key user recently
cleared and then authorized dealer for a Ford-approved recreated a MyKey. See Creating a
MyKey page I cannot clear the MyKeys. The doors will lock again, the Remote Control direction
indicators will flash and the horn will sound, if all the doors and the luggage Unlocking the
Doors compartment are closed. Page Smart Unlocks For Integrated Keyhead Transmitter Doors
and Locks Unlocking the Doors With the When you lock your vehicle using the Interior Door
Handles power door lock control with the door open, vehicle in park P and ignition off , You can
unlock individual doors by pulling your vehicle will search for an intelligent the relevant interior
door handle. Page Emergency Locking With The Key Doors and Locks Auto Unlock Feature
Emergency Locking With the Key The auto unlock feature will unlock all the Note: If the child
safety locks are on and doors when all of the following conditions you pull the interior handle,
you will only have been met: turn off the emergency locking, not the child safety lock. In a
crash, people riding in these areas are more likely to be seriously injured or killed. You can use
the passive key as a remote control. The system may not function if the Locking Your Vehicle
key is close to metal objects or electronic devices such as cell Page 63 Doors and Locks Note:
If a second valid passive key is If the unlocking function is reprogrammed located within the
luggage compartment so that only the driver door and the luggage detection range, the luggage
compartment compartment are unlocked the following can be closed. On hot days, the
temperature in the trunk or vehicle interior can rise very quickly. Exposure of people or animals
to these high temperatures for even a short time can cause death or serious heat-related
injuries, including brain damage. Page 65 Doors and Locks The handle is located inside the
luggage compartment either on the luggage compartment door lid or near the tail lamps. It is
composed of a material that will glow for hours in darkness following brief exposure to ambient
light. Pull the handle and push up on the luggage compartment door lid to open from within the
luggage compartment. Page Security Note: Your vehicle comes equipped with two integrated
keyhead transmitters or two Note: The system is not compatible with intelligent access keys.
The integrated keyhead transmitter Use of these systems may result in vehicle functions as a
programmed ignition key See See your authorized dealer to have your authorized dealer to have
the spare additional keys programmed to your key programmed if two previously vehicle. Page
68 Security Vehicles with Keyless Entry Note: A valid passive key must be located within the
detection range of that door for keyless entry. See Keyless Entry page Disarm and silence the
alarm by unlocking the doors and switching the ignition on or unlocking the doors with the
remote control. Note: Make sure that you are sitting in the correct position. See Sitting in the
Correct Position page E 3. Lock the steering column. Note: Fully defrost the windshield before
you switch the windshield wipers on. Intermittent Wipe Note: Make sure you switch the
windshield wipers off before entering a car wash. When you release the button, the wipers will
operate for a short time. They will operate for a maximum of 10 seconds. Condensation can be a
natural by-product of this design. When moist air enters the lamp assembly through the vents,
there is a possibility that condensation can occur when the temperature is cold. Page
Autolamps Lighting High Beams When the lighting control is in the autolamps position, the
headlamps automatically turn on in low light situations or when the wipers turn on. The
headlamps will remain on for a period of time after you switch the ignition off. Use the
information display controls to adjust the period of time that the headlamps remain on. Also, the
autolamps switch position may not activate the headlamps in all low visibility conditions, such
as daytime fog. You cannot switch the fog lamps on when the lighting control is in the off or
autolamps position. The ambient lighting control is located on the instrument panel. E Reading
lamps. When the switch is set to the door contact position, the courtesy lamp will illuminate
when you unlock or open a door or the liftgate. Do not leave children unattended in Window
Lock your vehicle and do not let them play with the power windows. Page Exterior Mirrors
Windows and Mirrors Accessory Delay Close the window twice until it reaches If Equipped the
point of resistance and let it You can use the window controls for reverse. Close the window a
third time to the ignition or until opening either front door. Page Interior Mirror Windows and
Mirrors Move the controller in the direction of the arrows to adjust the mirror. Fold-Away

Exterior Mirrors Push the mirror toward the door window glass. Make sure that you fully engage
the mirror in its support when returning it to its original position. Page Moonroof Windows and
Mirrors Note: Do not clean the housing or glass of any mirror with harsh abrasives, fuel or other
petroleum or ammonia-based cleaning products. You can adjust the interior mirror to your
preference. Some mirrors also have a second pivot point. This lets you move the mirror head up
or down and from side to side. To calibrate and set the compass zone use the information
display menu. See Information Displays page Use the diagram to determine your magnetic zone.
Some lamps illuminate when you start your vehicle to E make sure they work. If any lamps
remain on after starting your vehicle, refer to the Displays the temperature of the engine
respective system warning lamp for further Page 84 Instrument Cluster It illuminates when you
engage If it illuminates when the engine is running the parking brake and the this indicates a
malfunction. Drive in a E ignition is on. Continuing If it illuminates when your vehicle is to drive
your vehicle may cause reduced moving, make sure the parking brake is power or the engine to
stop. If it illuminates when you are driving do not continue your journey, even if the oil level is
correct. Have your Headlamp High Beam Indicator vehicle checked. The occupant Exterior
Lamps On protection system will only provide Sounds when you remove the key from the
optimum protection when you use the ignition and open the driver door, and you safety belt
correctly. Page Information Displays Phone book electronic devices while driving. Trip
Odometer Records the distance traveled on individual journeys. Page 90 Information Displays
Press the OK button to acknowledge and A system-specific symbol with a message remove
some messages from the indicator may supplement some information display. The information
messages. Close trunk or use spare See Keyless Entry page Speed See MyKey page Displays
when MyKey is active. If the warning message remains on after you have released the parking
brake, the Park brake applied Amber system has detected a fault that requires Steering System
Message Message Indic- Action ator You will continue to have full steering but Steering assist
fault will need to exert greater force on the Amber Service required steering wheel. The
transmission is overheating and needs Transmission Over to cool. Stop your vehicle as soon as
it is Temperature Stop Safely safe to do so, switch the engine off and allow the transmission to
cool. Air distribution control: Adjust the control to turn airflow from the windshield, instrument
panel, or footwell vents on or off. You can distribute air through any combination of these vents.
The air currently in the passenger compartment recirculates. This can reduce the time needed
to cool the interior and reduce unwanted odors from entering your vehicle. Note: Recirculated
air may also turn on and off automatically in instrument panel or instrument panel and floor
airflow modes during hot weather to improve cooling efficiency. Page Climate Control Manual
Climate Control Note: When the system is switched off, outside air is prevented from entering
your Note: To reduce fogging of the windshield vehicle. Adjust the air distribution control to the
instrument panel air vents position. Adjust the temperature control to the highest setting.
Adjust the air distribution control to the windshield position. Page Climate Control Note: Make
sure you have a cabin air filter installed at all times. This prevents foreign objects from entering
the system. Running the system without a filter in place could result in degradation or damage
to the system. The particulate filtration system gives you and your passengers the following
benefits Note: Adjust the seat backrest to an upright driving position before adjusting the head
restraint. Moving the Seat Backward and Forward E Push the seatback forward. Page Heated
Seats Seats 3. This prevents the safety Do not place anything on the seat belt from getting
caught in the seat that insulates against heat, for latch. This Note: Do not attempt to fold the
rear seat may cause the heated seat to overheat. Page Seats Press the required switch to turn
the seat heating on. The lamp inside the switch will illuminate. Press the switch again to turn the
seat heating off. The seat heaters will only turn on with the ignition turned on. Note: You should
avoid using the seat heaters unless the engine is running. It will pop out automatically.
Available console features include: E Press near the rear edge of the door to open it. Do not
park, idle or drive your vehicle on dry grass or other dry ground E cover. Page Starting and
Stopping the Engine Starting with Automatic Note: The ignition will automatically switch
Transmission off when you leave your vehicle unattended. This is to prevent your vehicle
battery Note: Releasing the brake pedal while the running out of charge. These include vehicle
component and ambient temperatures as well as 2. Start the engine. All Vehicles Failure to Start
If the engine does not start within The permanent injury. If fuel is swallowed, pressure in an
overfilled tank may call a physician immediately, even if no cause leakage and lead to fuel spray
The use of fuels with metallic compounds such as methylcyclopentadienyl manganese
tricarbonyl commonly known as MMT , which is a manganese-based Page Fuel and Refueling
Filling a Portable Fuel Container When refueling the vehicle fuel tank from a fuel container, do
the following: Use the following guidelines to avoid Fully open the fuel tank filler door until
electrostatic charge build-up, which can it engages. Otherwise, fuel may dry leaves, dry grass or

other spray out, which could cause serious combustible materials. Page Fuel and Refueling E
Left-hand side. To open the fuel filler door, press the center rear E edge of the fuel filler door
and Note: When you insert the correct size fuel then release. Page Fuel Consumption Fuel and
Refueling 5. Insert a fuel pump nozzle or the fuel filler funnel provided with your vehicle in to the
fuel tank filler pipe opening. This action should dislodge any debris that may be preventing the
fuel filler inlet from fully closing. Note: If this action corrects the problem the message may not
reset immediately. Page Fuel and Refueling If you use anything other than Ford, When the
service engine soon Motorcraft or Ford-authorized parts for indicator illuminates, the OBD-II
maintenance replacements or for service system has detected a of components affecting
emission control, malfunction. Temporary malfunctions may Using the Clutch 2. Fully depress
the clutch pedal then Note: Failure to fully depress the clutch start the engine. Failure to leave
your vehicle securely parked may lead to an accident or injury. Your vehicle will not move while
the transmission selector lever is in P. With the transmission selector lever in D, We
recommend you upshift according to your vehicle will shift automatically the following guide to
achieve the best fuel through the forward gears. Move the transmission selector lever Do not
drive your vehicle until you to R, D or S. Page Transmission E 4. Press the brake pedal. Using a
suitable tool rotate the lever forward while pulling the transmission selector lever out of the P
position. Note: The emergency P position release lever is pink. Note: See an authorized dealer
as soon as possible if you use procedure. It provides The system does not relieve you of
maximum braking efficiency as long as you your responsibility to drive with due press the
pedal. Page Parking Brake Brakes Press the brake pedal firmly. Pull the lever up slightly.
Vehicles With Automatic 3. Press the release button and push the Transmission lever down.
Page Brakes The system will activate automatically on any slope that will cause significant
vehicle rollback. For vehicles with a manual transmission, you can switch this feature off using
the information display. The system will remain on or off depending on how it was last set. See
General If your vehicle begins to slide, the system Information page Failure to drive with due
care and attention could lead to loss of vehicle control. Vehicle modifications involving braking
system, aftermarket roof racks, suspension, steering system, You can switch the traction
control system off and on. See Using Traction Control page Page Parking Aids Only use the
Ford approved trailer obstacles or false alerts. The parking aid system gives an audible warning
when it detects a large object helping to avoid damage to your vehicle. To help avoid personal
injury you must take care when using the parking aid system. Black - center line of the
projected vehicle path. Distance markers are only a guide and are calculated for unloaded
vehicles on an even road surface. E Red - Zone. The system does not relieve you of Switching
Cruise Control On your responsibility to drive with due care and attention. The indicator
displays in the instrument cluster. Note: You erase the set speed when you switch the system
off. Page Driving Aids Driving Aids Anticipation ECO MODE If Equipped Adjust your vehicle
speed and the distance This system assists you in driving more to other vehicles to avoid the
need for efficiently by constantly monitoring heavy braking or acceleration to improve
characteristics of gear changing, fuel economy. Page Driving Aids If your vehicle loses
electrical power while you are driving, electric power steering assistance is lost. The steering
system still operates and you can steer your vehicle manually. Manually steering your vehicle
requires more effort. Extreme continuous steering may increase the effort required for you to
steer your vehicle. See Head Restraints page The load floor can be placed in either 2. The
maximum capacity of your vehicle can payload for your vehicle appears be limited either by
volume on the Tire and Loading label. Compliance Certification label vehicle weight limits can
GVWR Gross Vehicle Weight adversely affect the performance Rating and handling of your
vehicle, GVWR is the maximum allowable cause vehicle damage and can weight of the fully
loaded vehicle. Page Load Carrying be used for safe control of towed 2. Determine the
combined vehicles and for trailers where the weight of the driver and Gross Combined Weight
of the passengers that will be riding towing vehicle plus the trailer in your vehicle. No, you do
the available amount of cargo not have enough cargo capacity and luggage load capacity to
carry that much weight. In metric units, the calculation would Suppose your vehicle has a be:
kilograms - 2 x 99 pound kilogram cargo Loaded vehicles, with higher centers of gravity, may
handle differently than unloaded vehicles. Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt
towing procedure. If Your vehicle is not approved the vehicle is towed incorrectly, or by any for
trailer towing. Page Towing 2. Switch the ignition on by pressing the keyless start button, but do
not apply the brake pedal. Press the brake pedal, then move the gearshift to the neutral
position. Release the brake pedal. Wait for a message indicating that the transmission is ready
in the information and entertainment display, then switch the ignition off by pressing the
keyless Floor mats must be properly secured to both retention posts to make sure mats do not
shift out of position. Page Installation Procedure Driving Hints E To install floor mats, position

the floor mat so that the eyelet is over the retention post and press down to lock in. To remove
the floor mat, reverse the installation procedure. Page Roadside Emergencies Towing â€”
independent service contractors, if not prohibited by state, To fully assist you should you have
a local or municipal law, shall tow Ford vehicle concern, Ford Motor Company of eligible
vehicles to an authorized dealer Canada, Limited offers a complimentary within 35 mi 56 km of
the roadside assistance program. Page Hazard Warning Flashers Canadian customers who
require roadside repair fuel leaks after a collision may assistance, call Ford Motor Company
recommends Vehicles Sold in Canada: Using that the fuel system be inspected by an Roadside
Assistance authorized dealer after any collision. Page Jump Starting The Vehicle Roadside
Emergencies Note: When you try to restart your vehicle Note: Do not disconnect the battery of
the after a fuel shutoff, the vehicle makes sure disabled vehicle as this could damage the that
various systems are safe to restart. Page Roadside Emergencies Jump Starting Start the engine
of the booster vehicle and rev the engine moderately, or press the accelerator gently to keep
your engine speed between and RPM, as shown in your tachometer. Start the engine of the
disabled vehicle. Page Roadside Emergencies 2. Remove the jumper cable on the negative terminal of the booster vehicle battery. Page Customer Assistance Mailing address perform a
repair after taking your vehicle to the authorized dealer. Box authorized by Ford. Page In
California U. Only In some states within the United States, conform the vehicle to its applicable
you must directly notify Ford in writing express warranties if, within the first 18 before pursuing
remedies under your months of ownership of a new vehicle or If an agreement is not reached In
those cases where country, contact the appropriate foreign you continue to feel that the efforts
by Ford embassy or consulate. These officials can of Canada and the authorized dealer to If you
are in another foreign country, To order the publications in this portfolio, contact the nearest
authorized dealer. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Stability assist. Cooling fan relay.
High-speed cooling fan relay. Passenger compartment fuse box. Body control module. Power
door locks. Not used. Blower motor relay. Blower motor. Front fog lamp relay. Ignition coil.
Variable camshaft timing. Evaporative emission canister purge valve. R57, R45 and R50 relay
coil. Active grille shutter. Water pump. Air conditioning control module. Powertrain control
module. Left-hand front fog lamp. Right-hand front fog lamp. Left-hand high beam. Right-hand
high beam. Open the glove compartment and Passenger Compartment Fuse Box empty the
contents. Press the sides inward and swivel the The fuse box is behind the glove glove
compartment downward. Auto-dimming interior mirror. Heater relay control. Passenger airbag
deactivation switch. Secondary on-board diagnostic control module. Reversing lamps.
Instrument cluster. Windshield wipers. Passive anti-theft system. Accelorator position sensor.
Ignition mode remote keyless starting. Battery back-up sounder. Battery saver. Accessory
delay. E Using a fuse with a higher amperage If electrical components in the vehicle are rating
can cause severe wire damage and Move the catch to the left to release the hood. E 4. Open the
hood and support it with the hood strut. Closing the Hood Remove the hood strut from the
catch and secure it correctly in the clip. Page Under Hood Overview - 1. Engine oil filler cap :
See Engine Oil Check page Battery: See Changing the 12V Battery page Brake and clutch fluid
reservoir : See Brake Fluid Check page Engine compartment fuse box: Windshield and rear
window washer fluid reservoir: See Washer Fluid Check page Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 1. Run
the engine until it reaches normal operating temperature. Make sure that your vehicle is on level
ground. Page Oil Change Indicator Reset 5. After 25 seconds, a message Turn it
counterclockwise and remove confirming that the reset is complete will be displayed. Add
engine oil that meets Ford 6. Release the accelerator and brake specifications. See Capacities
and pedals. Specifications page You may Coolant concentration should be Keep your hands
and clothing clear checked using a refractometer. We do not of the engine cooling fan. Page
Maintenance Note: Coolants marketed for all makes and Note: In case of emergency, you can
add a models may not be approved to Ford large amount of water without coolant in
specifications and may cause damage to order to reach a vehicle service location. Page
Maintenance Severe Climates A warning lamp illuminates and a message may appear in the If
you drive in extremely cold climates: information display. Page Maintenance Your vehicle has
limited engine power At this time, you may notice the coolant when in the fail-safe mode, drive
your temperature gauge moves toward the red vehicle with caution. Your vehicle does not zone
and a message may appear in the maintain high-speed operation and the information display.
Contamination with dirt, Only use fluid that meets Ford water, petroleum products or other
specifications. See Capacities and materials may result in brake system Specifications page
Wash hands after handling. When adding fluid, use a mixture of washer fluid and water to help
prevent freezing in For vehicles with Auto-Start-Stop cold weather and improve the cleaning the
battery requirement is different. Note: Make sure that the wiper arm does not spring back
against the glass when the wiper blade is not attached. E 2. On the wall or screen you will

observe E a flat zone of high intensity light located at the top of the right hand 8 feet 2. If the top
Center height of lamp to ground edge of the high intensity light zone is 25 feet 7. Locate the
vertical adjuster on each headlamp. Using a Phillips 2 screwdriver, turn the adjuster either
clockwise or counterclockwise in order to adjust the vertical aim of the headlamp. The
horizontal edge of the brighter light should touch the horizontal reference line. Page
Maintenance Headlamp Note: Remove the covers to gain access to the bulbs. E Side marker
Headlamp low beam E Headlamp high beam 2. Remove the cover. Direction indicator 3.
Disconnect the electrical connector. Release the clip and remove the bulb. Side Marker Note: Do
not touch the glass of the bulb. Page Maintenance Side Direction Indicator 3. Turn the bulb
counterclockwise and remove it. Note: Do not touch the glass of the bulb. Direction Indicator
Remove the headlamp. See Removing a Headlamp page E Press the side of the cover to release
the clips. E 5. Turn the bulb holder counterclockwise and remove it. Page Maintenance Remove
the trim panel and disconnect the electrical connector. Unclip the bulb holder and remove it.
Remove the bulb. Loosen the wing nut and carefully pull out the rear lamp. E Reversing Lamp E
3. Remove the lamp. Carefully remove the lamp. Turn the bulb counterclockwise and 2. Turn the
bulb holder counterclockwise remove it. Interior Lamp 3. Let the bulb cool down before
removing it. Do not touch the glass of the bulb. Note: Only fit bulbs of the correct specification.
E Note: The following instructions describe 2. Gently press the bulb into the bulb holder, turn it
counterclockwise and 2. Page Maintenance Press the side of the cover to release the clips. E
Note: You cannot separate the fog lamp bulb from the bulb holder. Using a suitable implement,
remove 3. Remove the bulb and bulb holder. Page Maintenance 5. Rear Lamps E 4. Gently press
the bulb into the bulb holder, turn it counterclockwise and remove it. Indicator B. Tail and brake
E C. Headlamp high beam. H1LL Front fog lamp. Side direction indicator. Reversing lamp. Page
Drive Belt Routing - 1. Install a new air filter element. Be careful not to crimp the filter element
edges between the air filter housing and cover. This could cause filter damage and allow
unfiltered air to enter the engine if not correctly seated. The wax will discolor or peel away from
the vehicle's surface. Page Repairing Minor Paint Damage You should repair paintwork damage
have completed the cleaning process. A choice of wheel cleaner. Removing Vehicle From
Storage When your vehicle is ready to come out of storage, do the following The grades: The U.
Page Wheels and Tires test wheel. Page Wheels and Tires B. In general, the larger the number,
the wider the tire. For the wear rate of the tire when example, the numbers mean tested under
controlled conditions the 31st week of Page Wheels and Tires that meets the door-latch post, A.
Page Inflate all tires to the edge. In general, the larger the inflation pressure recommended
number, the wider the tire. Page Ford post, next to the driver's seating recommends the use of a
digital position , or Tire Label which is Page Wheels and Tires When weather temperature 3. Add
enough air to reach the changes occur, tire inflation recommended air pressure. Page Wheels
and Tires Inspecting Your Tires and Tire Wear Wheel Valve Stems Periodically inspect the tire
treads for uneven or excessive wear and remove objects such as stones, nails or glass that may
be wedged in the tread grooves. Check the tire and valve stems for holes, cracks, or cuts that
may permit air leakage and repair or replace the Page Wheels and Tires or suspected have the
tire U. DOT Tire Identification inspected by a tire professional. Page 20 psi 1. Page The use of
wheels or tires not you may eventually have a flat tire recommended by Ford Motor on the
highway. Drive slowly to the Company may affect the closest safe area out of traffic. Page
Wheels and Tires Tire and Wheel Alignment Note: Your vehicle may be equipped with a
dissimilar spare A bad jolt from hitting a curb or wheel and tire assembly. A pothole can cause
the front end dissimilar spare wheel and tire of your vehicle to become assembly is defined as a
spare misaligned or cause damage to Page Wheels and Tires Understanding Your Tire Pressure
When Your Temporary Spare Tire is Monitoring System Installed When one of your road tires
needs to be The tire pressure monitoring system replaced with the temporary spare, the
measures pressure in your four road tires system will continue to identify an issue to and sends
the tire pressure readings to remind you that the damaged road wheel Page Wheels and Tires
Low tire pressure Possible cause Customer action required warning light Solid warning light
Tire s under-inflated Make sure tires are at the proper pres- sure. See Inflating your tires in this
chapter. The tire pressure monitoring system by Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel
sensor and valve stem on the wheel must is damaged, it should be replaced rather be replaced
by an authorized dealer after than repaired. Page Wheels and Tires 1. T-type mini-spare: This
spare tire The usage of a full-size dissimilar spare begins with the letter T for tire size and wheel
and tire assembly can lead to may have Temporary Use Only molded in impairment of the
following: the sidewall. Pull far enough off the road to avoid the danger of being hit when
operating the jack or changing the wheel. Always use the jack provided as original equipment
with your vehicle. Page Wheels and Tires E Indentations in the sills show the location of the
jacking points. E Remove the jack and fully tighten the lug nuts in the order shown. See

Technical Specifications page Stowing the Flat Tire E The full-size road wheel can be stowed in
Remove the lug nuts with the lug the spare tire compartment. Use only Ford recommended
replacement fasteners. Retighten the lug nuts to the specified torque within miles kilometers
after any wheel disturbance such as tire rotation, changing a flat tire, wheel removal. Cubic
inches. Compression ratio. Page Transmission Specifications - 1. Page Motorcraft Parts - 1. The
Ford Warranty may not We recommend that you demand the use cover damage caused to your
vehicle as a of genuine Ford and Motorcraft parts result of failed non-Ford parts. Page
Capacities And Specifications - 1. Only qualified personnel should service the air conditioning
refrigerant system. Opening the air conditioning refrigerant system can cause personal injury.
Capacities Item Capacity Page Capacities and Specifications Motor oils of the recommended
viscosity Note: Do not use more than 1. Page Capacities and Specifications Item Capacity Air
conditioning refrigerant compressor oil fill capacity. Page Capacities and Specifications
Alternative Engine Oil for Extreme Do not use supplemental engine oil Cold Climates additives
because they are unnecessary and could lead to engine damage that may To improve engine
cold start performance, not be covered by the vehicle Warranty. Cursor arrows: Press a button
to scroll through on-screen choices. CD slot: Where you insert a CD. OK: Press the button to
confirm on-screen selections. Clock: Press to set the time. Use the H and M buttons outside the
audio display to adjust the hours and minutes. Turn the dial to adjust the volume. Seek down:
Press the button to go to the next station down the radio frequency band or the previous track
on a CD. MENU: Press the button to access different audio system features. Page Audio System
4. Press OK to continue listening to a 2. Select Spd. Use the left or right arrow button to adjust
the setting. Station Preset Buttons 4. Press the OK button to confirm your This feature allows
you to store your selection. TUNE -: Press the button to manual tune down the waveband. Page
Audio System You can use the selector to return to radio reception when you have been
listening to another source. Alternatively, press the left arrow button to display the available
wavebands. Scroll to the required waveband and press OK. Page Audio System Alternative
Frequencies 3. Press and hold one of the preset buttons. A progress bar and message The
majority of programs that broadcast will appear. When the progress bar on the FM waveband
have a program completes the station has been stored. We strongly recommend that you use
extreme caution when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Volume Turn the
dial to adjust the volume. TUNE -: In radio mode, press this button to manually search backward
through the radio frequency band. Eject: Press the button to eject a CD. DISP: Press the button
to turn the display into idle mode. Page Audio System than analog broadcasts with free, When
HD Radio broadcasts are active, you crystal-clear audio and no static or can access the
following functions: distortion. Page Audio System In order to provide the best possible
technology. Independent entities own and experience, use the contact form to report operate
each station. These stations are any station issues found while listening to responsible for
ensuring all audio streams a station broadcasting with HD Radio and data fields are accurate.
Ford Motor entertainment satellite radio channels. For Company and iBiquity Digital Corp. Page
Audio System SIRIUS satellite radio is a For more information on extended subscription-based
satellite radio service subscription terms a service fee is that broadcasts a variety of music,
sports, required , the online media player and a news, weather, traffic and entertainment
complete list of SIRIUS satellite radio programming. None found All the channels in the Use the
channel guide to selected category are either turn off the Lock or Skip Check Channel Guide
skipped or locked. Page Usb Port Audio System 4. Adjust the volume as desired. The USB port
allows you to plug in media playing devices, memory sticks and charge 5. Switch your portable
music player on devices if supported. Place cords and cables In Canada, call Ford Motor as
quiet as possible. Wind noise from Company and Ford of Canada will not open windows and
road vibrations may access the system data for any purpose Preferences Help Hear a list of
voice commands available in the current mode. You can say any of the voice commands that
appear within open and close brackets that are separated by. If turned off, the system simply
the system asks when it is not sure of your makes a best guess as to what you request or when
there are multiple possible requested and may ask you to confirm responses to your request.
To check your cell phone's Hands-free calling is one of the main compatibility, see your cell
phone's manual features of SYNC. Page SYNC If Equipped Pairing Subsequent Cell Phones
Depending on your cell phone's capability and your market, the system may prompt Note: To
scroll through the menus, press you with questions, such as setting the the up and down
arrows on your audio current cell phone as the primary cell system. Dial Use to enter a phone
number digit by digit. When the system confirms the number say one of the following
commands: Dial To confirm the number and initiate the call. Access the desired contact through
SYNC or use voice commands to place the second call. Once actively in the second call, press
MENU. Scroll to Join Calls, and press the OK button. Wait until the following message appears.

Press the OK button again to confirm. When you are satisfied with your entry press the right
arrow key on the bezel. SYNC will jump to the phonebook contact name that matches your
entry. Press OK. This is a cell phone-dependent feature. This is a cell phone-dependent and
speed-dependent feature. This is an optional feature and available in the United States only.
Page 6. Press the OK button again when the system asks if you would like to send the message.
The system sends each text message with the following signature: This message was sent from
my Ford. To download the messages, press the OK button to select. The display indicates the
system is downloading your messages. When downloading is complete, SYNC returns you to
the inbox. Page SYNC If Equipped Advanced and set prompts, languages, defaults, perform a
master reset, install an The Advanced menu allows you to access application and view system
information. To access the advanced menu, press the phone button to enter the Phone Menu,
the scroll to: Message Action and Description Press OK to select. You only need to press the
OK button once. SYNC will be unre- sponsive for minutes while it is rebooting. Page SYNC If
Equipped Note: Before setting this feature on, make If a crash deploys an airbag excluding sure
that you read the Assist Privacy knee airbags and rear inflatable safety Notice later in this
section for important belts [if equipped] or activates the fuel information. Page Action and
Description Vehicle Health Report The system will run a vehicle health report of your vehicle's
diagnostic systems and send the results to Ford where it combines with scheduled
maintenance information, open recalls, other field service actions and vehicle inspection items
that still need servicing by an authorized dealer. Page Run Report Press the OK button for
SYNC to run a health report of your vehicle's diagnostic systems and send the results to Ford
where it combines with scheduled maintenance information, open recalls, other field service
actions and vehicle inspection items that still need servicing by an authorized dealer. Page
Maps If you do not want used by this system may be inaccurate Ford or its service providers to
collect your because of errors, changes in roads, traffic vehicle travel information or other
conditions or driving conditions. For example, where options choices appears you say either;
options or choices. Once you select your destination, the system uploads your current vehicle
location, calculates a route based on current traffic conditions and sends it back to your
vehicle. You can then scroll to: The app should start. While an app is running through SYNC,
you can press the voice button and speak commands specific to the app, for example, "Playlist
Road Trip". See button to enter the Media Menu. Whats The system reads the metadata tags of
the playing track, Playing? Bluetooth Audio Refine This allows you to make You can then say
any of the following You can also choose to Explore USB to view the supported digital music
files on your playing device. The time required to complete this depends on the size of the
media the system needs to index. Once selected, the system lists and then plays all artists and
tracks alphabetically. If there are fewer than indexed artists, the system lists them alphabetically
in flat file mode. If there are more than , the system categorizes them alphabetically. You can
only view media content which is compatible with SYNC; other files saved are not visible. Press
the OK button. Follow the directions in your phone's manual to put your phone into discovery
mode. A six-digit PIN appears in the display. However, access a customer representative via an
should questions arise, see the tables online chat during certain hours. Make sure to confirm
when prompted by your phone during the phonebook download. I am having trouble This is a
phone-dependent Go to the website to review connecting my phone to Make sure you are using
the manufacturer's cable. Page SYNC If Equipped Voice command issues Issue Possible cause
s Possible solution s The system may not be Make sure you are saying the reading the name
the same contacts exactly as they are way you are saying it. For example, if you Contacts in
your phonebook save a contact as Joe may be very short and Page AppLink. My phone is
connected, my Sometime apps do not Tab the home button again, then select the app again to
restart it. If the app has a "Ford Mobile Apps Menu. By Driving while distracted can result in
integrating with your Bluetooth-enabled loss of vehicle control, crash and phone, the
touchscreen provides easy injury. Page SYNC Item Menu Item Action and Description Status
Bar This bar displays icons and messages pertaining to current system activities including
climate settings, voice commands and phone functions such as text messages. Home This
button is available on the main screens. Pressing it takes you to the home screen view. A caller
cannot hear you. Mute This icon displays when the audio system is muted. Bluetooth Alert This
icon displays when there is an active Bluetooth alert. Bluetooth This icon displays to show an
active Bluetooth connection. Page Website Do not wait for Assist to make an emergency call if
you can do it Dial emergency services See your device's user guide for further Driving while
distracted can result in information. Page Visit the website to sign up and register. Please You
must also give the system permission check the website for minimum to update automatically.
Upon vehicle requirements. Once you have inserted the delivery, the System asks you if you
would USB drive into your computer, choose to like to use the automatic update feature. Ford

Motor Company and Ford of Canada Privacy Information do not access the system data for any
purpose other than as described absent If your vehicle does not have navigation, this space
contains the compass. Phone The name of the connected phone appears on the screen. The
status of the phone features also appear. This includes signal strength, battery charge, assist
setting state On or Off , text messaging and roaming. If equipped. You can access each feature
controlled by You can touch any of the feature displays SYNC 3 through a variety of commands.
To pair your phone, press the voice button and when prompted, say: Voice command
Description Pair Phone Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the pairing process.
Detour Allows you to select an alternate route. Repeat Instruction Repeats the last guidance
prompt. Show Route Repeats the last guidance prompt. Where Am I Provides current location.
Activation and If Equipped a subscription are required. Page Entertainment SYNC Note:
Depending on the current climate To disable this automatic fan speed control settings, the fan
speed may reduction feature during voice sessions, automatically go down while issuing voice
press and hold the climate control AC and commands or while making and receiving
Recirculated air buttons simultaneously, phone calls via SYNC to reduce the amount release
and then increase fan speed within Message Message and description Sources Sources Press
this button to select the source of Direct Tune media you want to listen to. Page This includes
canceling, moving or adding particular channels, and its prices, at any time, with or without
notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such programming
changes. Note: This receiver includes the eCos real-time operating system. You can replay
approx- imately 45 minutes of audio as long as you remain tuned to the current station.
Changing stations erases the previous audio. Live When you are in replay mode, you are not
able to select a different preset until you return to live audio. This seconds to produce audio for
message should disappear the selected channel. Satellite antenna fault There is an internal
module or If this message does not clear system failure present. Your station, and then changes
to orange when system has a special receiver that allows digital audio is playing. When this
logo is it to receive digital broadcasts where available, you may also see Title and Artist
available in addition to the analog Page SYNC HD Radio Reception and Station Troubleshooting
Potential reception issues Reception area If you are listening to a multicast station and you are
on the fringe of the reception area, the station may mute due to weak signal strength. If you are
listening to HD1, the system changes back to the analog broadcast until the digital broadcast is
available again. Content may be Confirm that the six-digit number PHONE appearing on your
phone matches the six-digit number on the touchscreen. The touchscreen indicates when the
Driving while distracted can result in pairing is successful. List You can place a call by selecting
an entry from this list. You can choose: Incoming Outgoing Missed Contacts All of your
contacts from your phone display in alphabetical order. You can back to SYNC 3. Note:
Downloading and sending text Keypad Press this to access messages using Bluetooth are cell
Select Apple CarPlay on the To disable this feature from the touchscreen. Page SYNC 3D city
models are complete 3D models Re-center the map by pressing of entire city areas including
navigable this icon whenever you scroll the roads, parks, rivers and rendered buildings. Page
SYNC Destination Mode To set a destination, press: Menu Item Description Destination Enter a
navigation destination in any of the following formats: Search Street Address number, street,
city, state For example "12 Mainstreet Dearborn MI" Partial Address number, street if searching
in current state number, street and zip code or postal code in Canada if searching out of state
You can enter unique addresses that contain door number prefixes Home Select to navigate to
your set Home destination. The time it takes to travel from your current location to Home
displays. To set your Home, press: Home A prompt appears asking if you would like to create a
favorite for home. Once you have selected a category, follow the menus to find what you are
looking for. SYNC 3 may not always announce vehicle arrival at the exact point of your
destination and you may have to cancel a route manually. During active navigation, touch the
bottom Navigation Menu of the screen to view the menu and other See Settings page Settings
Where Am I? Provides your current location city and the nearest road. The following are only
available on the menu during an active navigation route: Cancel Route The system asks for
confirmation and then returns you to the map mode screen. Page SYNC Menu Item Add
Waypoint The waypoint list then appears and you are able to re-order all of your waypoints by
selecting the menu icon on the right hand side of the location. You can select up to five
waypoints. You can also have the system set the order Optimize Order for you by pressing Page
Apps Note: We encourage you to review the HERE smartphone app s terms of service and
evaluates all reported map errors and privacy policies because Ford is not responds with the
result of their responsible for your app or its use of data. Page AppLink is only possible when
Android Auto select a mobile app using the system. Some apps Note: Ford reserves the right to
limit may only be accessible in the car through functionality or deactivate mobile apps at

Applink and others only through Android any time. Sports Info Touch this button to view scores
and schedules from a variety of sports. You can also save up to 10 favorite teams for easier
access. Pressing the button allows you to access the This button is available when a media
following options for active devices only. Auto Time Zone When active, the clock adjusts to time
zone changes. Update This feature is only available in vehicles with navigation. Page 4. The
touchscreen indicates when the pairing is successful. Website 5. Your phone may prompt you
to give owner. Contacts Delete Contacts Select this option to delete the in vehicle contact list.
Deleting the in vehicle list does not erase the contact list on the connected phone. Page SYNC
You can enable and disable the following options as well: Menu Item Action and Description
Mute Audio in When enabled, vehicle audio such as radio or apps is muted for the Privacy
duration of the phone call even when the phone call is in privacy. Roaming When enabled, an
alert displays that your phone is roaming when Warning Activate this feature to have the system
display radio text. The system only Route calculates one route based on your preferred route
setting. Note: Standard data rates will apply. Ford You can enable the control of compatible is
not responsible for any additional charges mobile apps running on your Bluetooth or you may
receive from your service provider, USB device on SYNC 3. Page Note: Ford is not responsible
or liable for General any damages or loss of privacy relating to usage of an app, or
dissemination of any About Information pertaining to the system and its software. Software
Licenses Documentation of the software license for the system. You can find this code on the
owner's wallet Select this button to add or erase a card in the glove box or from your personal
door keypad code. To add or authorized dealer. This is a cell phone- Check your cell phone's
compatibility. Try switching your cell phone off, resetting it or removing the battery, then try
again. Text messages from WhatsApp and Face- book Messenger are not supported. Your cell
phone must support downloading This is a cell phone- text messages through Bluetooth to
receive dependent feature. Password error. Verify password. Weak signal. Check for a poor
Wi-Fi signal. Software download takes Poor signal strength, too far Check the signal quality
Closing and restarting apps may help SYNC 3 find the application if you cannot discover it
inside the vehicle. Tap the home button again, then select the app again to restart it. Page 3 to
find. If the app has a I can only see some of the can use to connect. Say the song or artist name
exactly as it is displayed on your device. For example, say "Play Artist Prince" Page 5 seconds
the screen will go black. Allow minutes for the system reset to complete. You may then resume
using the SYNC 3 system. Ford Support Protect Extended Service Plans! Extended Rental
Benefits Page Ford Protect Extended This information is subject to change. For Service Plan
specialists at Box Page Scheduled Maintenance If you do not use Ford authorized parts they
you sell or trade it. Keep all receipts for may not meet our specifications and completed
maintenance with your vehicle. This owner's manual and the Ford The oil minder system must
be reset after Workshop Manual list the recommended each oil change. See Oil Change
additives and chemicals for your vehicle. Page Scheduled Maintenance Check every month
Engine oil level. Function of all interior and exterior lights. Tires including spare for wear and
proper pressure. Windshield washer fluid level. Check every six months Battery connections.
Clean if necessary. Body and door drain holes for obstructions. Cooling system fluid level and
coolant strength. Page Normal Scheduled Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Multi-Point
inspection Accessory drive belt s Hazard warning system operation Battery performance Horn
operation Clutch operation manual transmission Radiator, cooler, heater and air conditioning
only hoses Engine air filter Suspension components for leaks or damage Exhaust system
Steering and linkage Exterior lamps operation Tires including spare for wear and proper
pressure Page Scheduled Maintenance Every miles kilometers or 12 months Change engine oil
and filter. Rotate the tires. Perform a multi-point inspection recommended. Inspect the
automatic transmission fluid level. Consult your dealer for requirements. Inspect the brake
pads, shoes, rotors, drums, brake linings, hoses and parking brake. Inspect the engine cooling
system strength and hoses. Page Scheduled Maintenance Other maintenance items Replace
timing belt 1. Replace oil pump drive belt 1. Additional maintenance items can be performed
within miles kilometers of the last engine oil and filter change. Do not exceed the designated
distance for the interval. For specific If you operate your vehicle primarily in any
recommendations, see your dealership of the following conditions, you need to service advisor
or technician. Page miles kilometers. Those process. It is your responsibility to Page Should
you have any questions concerning are driving. Page Appendices substitute for your personal
judgment. Page Consumer-Related Disputes will also litigate any dispute in small claims court
apply. If such Page Appendices 1. Safe and Lawful Use 2. Account Information You
acknowledge that devoting attention You agree: a when registering the to the TeleNav Software
may pose a risk TeleNav Software, to provide TeleNav with of injury or death to you and others
in true, accurate, current, and complete situations that otherwise require your information about

yourself, and b to Page Appendices distribute, sublicense or otherwise is dependent on the
accuracy of transfer the TeleNav Software to navigation, as the maps or functionality others,
except as part of your of the TeleNav Software are not permanent transfer of the TeleNav
intended to support such high risk Software; Page Appendices conferred by implication,
statute, inducement, estoppel or otherwise, and The headings in this Agreement are for TeleNav
and its suppliers and licensors convenience of reference only, will not be hereby reserve all of
their respective rights deemed to be a part of this Agreement, other than the licenses explicitly
granted and will not be referred to in connection in this Agreement. Some States, HERE from
complying with any of its Territories and Countries do not allow obligations hereunder to deliver
or certain warranty exclusions, so to that distribute Data, such failure shall be extent the above
exclusion may not apply excused and shall not constitute a breach to you. Page Appendices B.
Canada Data. Page Appendices 2. Copyright Notice: In connect
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ion with either express or implied, arising by each copy of all or any portion of the law or
otherwise, including but not Data for the Territory of Canada, Client limited to, effectiveness,
complete- shall affix in a conspicuous manner the ness, accuracy or fitness for a following
copyright notice on at least particular purpose. Page Appendices A. Third Party Notices. Any
and all copies II. Europe Territory written consent from Kartografie a. Poland, Slovenia E.
Respective Country Distribution. Page Appendices Gracenote. This product and service may
party. We will try to perform maintenance at times when congestion is 2. Your primary
responsibility is the safe operation of your vehicle. Page Index Audio Input Jack Page Ford
Credit See: Parking Brake Page Index Phone Page Index Seatbelt Height Adjustment Page Index
Vehicle Certification Label Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

